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1 - Sonic Heroes Theme

Note: I did this because I was bored. Don't ask anything else.

Sonic Heroes Theme Song

What goes up must come down

Yet my feet don't touch the ground

See the world spinnin' upside down

A mighty crash without a sound

I can feel your every rage

Step aside I'll turn the page

Breakin' through your crazy maze

Like a laser beam, my eye's on you

Watch me rule the night away

Watch me save the day

Feel my storm, it's getting close

Headed your way

Sonic Heroes, Sonic Heroes

Bind you, confine you, defying your reign



Sonic Heroes, Sonic Heroes

Setting the stage for a heroes' parade

I won't even hesitate

A second left to alter fate

Try to strike, but a bit too late

I've got you hooked by my own bait

Watch me rule the night away

Watch me save the day

Feel my storm, it's getting close

Headed your way

Sonic Heroes, Sonic Heroes

Bind you, confine you, defying your reign

Sonic Heroes, Sonic Heroes

Setting the stage for a heroes' parade 

Sonic Heroes, Heroes, Heroes

Give us a reason and we're on our way  



2 - Team Sonic

Look out down below
Sonic is on the go
Can't stop this party till we save the world
This time, not alone
We've got some friends along
And as a team we can become even stronger

Together, we can, overcome all the odds
It's never as hard as it seems
Everyone can do something special
The secret is sharing your dreams

We can make it
If we all stick together
We won't give up not ever
And everything's gonna be alright
We all bring out
The best things in each other
Together we are stronger
Than anyone else could be on their own

So much better than alone

Sonic's in the lead
Giving us greater speed
Tails keeps us flying high to stay above trouble
And knuckles by our side
Makes this a safer ride
We'll save the world and teach that Eggman a lesson

We can make it
If we all stick together
We won't split up not ever
It's easier with my friends by my side
We all bring out
The best things in each other



Together we are stronger
Than anyone else could be on their own
So much better than alone

Bridge
Together we can overcome all the odds
It's never as hard as it seems

Can't stop us cause together we are strong!



3 - Team Dark- This Machine

A shadow of myself, just who am I?
Scan horizons
A tragic mystery
You could have left me here, sealed inside the pod
No one would ever know - The chaos control
My true identity
The power that is me

We all danced in fire
Trapped in this machine
Don't know how long we've waited
As the Eggman's watching
We all danced in fire
Looking thru the screen
Don't know how long we've waited
As the Eggman watches

With rouge in the fight - electric lives
Change surroundings
A jewel in history
A treasure disappears - as she goes
Miss her as you look away - and no one knows
This power is a key
This power changes me

E-123
You didn't know - now I'm gonna show you
The power that is me
You try to take me down-stop the show
Seems you've never tasted fear- or loss of control
The power lives in me
The power that is me



4 - Team Rose- Follow Me

Anywhere you want to go
Anything you need to know
All the best in life
I want to get it for you
Lately I just feel so fine
I imagine that you're mine
In my world you're gold
I only want to protect you

Whatever I want, I get, and I want a shooting star
Whatever I need, I have when I'm with you

Follow me inside, outside
Through the stratosphere
The moon is shining for you
It knows that I adore you
Suddenly all the sadness
Will just slip away
And you will see what I mean

If you just follow me in my dreams

I was searching everywhere
Suddenly I saw you there
And my love arrived
Just in the nick of love
Life floats on a movie screen
You're the star of my scene
We live on the edge of a knife
Larger than life

Whatever I want, I get, and no one could take your place
Whatever I need, I have when I see your face

If you follow me in my dreams



If you follow me in my dreams



5 - Team Chaotix- Team Chaotix

Once upon a time you could be a bad guy
And you'd live to see another day
But now you'd never manage- boy, you'd be brain-damaged
Just to think that you could get away

The power has arrived in a dream team
A force where one and one makes three
And when the trail's gone cold and the lies have been told
This crew'll find what you can't see

Yeah danger hides when the hyper bee flies
And the ninja stars fly too
The muscle is Vector, the karma collector
And he's sworn to fight for you

Team Chaotix- They're detectives you want on your side
Team Chaotix- Their directive's tracking down your crime
Come along for the ride
The truth can run but not hide for long- the game is on... now!

Remember when stealin' used to be a good deal
And when a crooked life would always pay? Well...
Now that the teams in town that's all gone underground
But it's a worry to this very day

A Challenge has been issued by the Eggman
This mission's gonna need them all
And though his hope's grown thin and their outlook is grim
These three are gonna heed his call

Charmy's thing is dishing out first sting
And the green one cheers them on
Espio is clearly ready to go
Run down who'd do you wrong



Team Chaotix- Sonic Heroes- what your problem needs
Team Chaotix- Watch those three go make the outlaws bleed
There's no way you can win
If it's trouble you're in
They're gonna kick your @$$!

Team Chaotix!



6 - Amy- My Sweet Passion

I got out my map and chose a place I wanted to go to
. . . Packed up my stuff, set out for adventure . . .
I know that your lucky color is that cool shade of blue
. . . Won't mind painting myself blue for you . . .
I guess I'm so easy to understand
I just do what ever that comes to me naturally

I do understand the feelings of a Persian Cat
. . . But the Sphinx looked so cute I had to shave it . . .
He reminds me of parsley when he's standing there all alone
. . . Makes me wanna be his specialty . . .
I guess I'm just a self-centered girl
But there are nights that I have trouble going to sleep 

* Sweet sweet you're so sweet - So many things I want
Sweet sweet you're so sweet - I wanna be a wonderful girl
Sweet sweet you're so sweet - I'm not simple-minded
Sweet sweet you're so sweet - And I won't be a pearl 

You probably need me just as much as I need you 

(Pf solo) 

Are you okay you seems to be a little bit tense
. . . You don't have to worry 'bout a single thing . . .
We are free to get whatever that we want to have
. . . We're also free to do whatever we want . . .
That's what we'll do that's what we'll do
We should live our lives the way we think it ought to be 

Sweet sweet you're so sweet - There's no where to hide
Sweet sweet you're so sweet - Come on settle our lives
Sweet sweet you're so sweet - I'll always be there for you
Sweet sweet you're so sweet - In the best and worst times 

You can be my sweetest honey for eternity 

Sweet sweet you're so sweet-There's no where to hide

Sweet sweet you're so sweet- Come on settle our lives



Sweet sweet you're so sweet-I'll always be there for you

Sweet sweet you're so sweet- In the best and worst times

I honestly need you just as much as you need me



7 - Big- Lazy Days Livin' In Paradise

Oh, it's a windy and sunny day
Ah I can hear the faint sound of the distant waves
The past weeks have been going by so fast
It's all the same, the bright sky and shining sun
I have a feeling it's gonna be a fun day

Oh, it's a windy and sunny day
The many summers and many great games
Guess it's another trouble-free day
Our playground's so huge, we don't know where it ends
Feels energetic and groovy
Everything's cool, it's excellent 

Everyday's a new beginning, yeah! - We don't know who we're gonna meet today
The more I want, the less I can get - Keep walking for a new tomorrow 

But I guess that I'm happy now gonna set my heart free
Now I've got nothing to worry me, come on!
Let's just get up go, go, go, go! 

*Hey big guy, hey little guy
Can you tell me who came first
Sorry, but I don't know
We are simply natural
Okay, all you have to do is sit up, look left, right, up and down 

Hey big guy, hey little guy
Can you tell me what's inside
Sorry, but I don't know
We are simply natural 

We present you with a gift - Welcome to our Paradise 

(Guitar solo) 

What'd you think about the incident? - You always take me for granted
I am asking you as a first step - You answer first cause I asked you first 

You and I are friends for all of time Tell me how you feel
But you know I can't resist that smile on your face
Happy happy Muy Amable!



You and I are friends for all of time Tell me how you feel 

But you know I can't resist that smile on your face

 Happy happy Muy Amable!

We present you with a gift - Welcome to our Special Paradise
Where it all comes down to just one little thing, love 



8 - Dr. Eggman- I Am The Eggman

E.G.G.M.A.N....

the story begins
with whose gonna win
knowing the danger that lie within
aboard the ark
a genius at heart
wanting to unlock the mysteries of life

* I'm the Eggman
that's what I am
I'm the Eggman
I got the master plan
* (repeat)

I'm plotting my schemes
where ever I go
they're perfect in every way
I love destroy the blue one you know
he's the obstacle that always gets in my way

I must play this game by my rules
I will conquer the world with my tools
all my machines are made for destruction
I will build my empire
I will succeed and you will see
with my machine there is no retreat

* (repeat) x 2

- guitar solo -

I'm the enemy
I will succeed
my mission I must complete
my name is Eggman, don't forget my name
if you ask me again I will tell you the same

* (repeat) x 2
I'm the Eggman...





9 - Knuckles- Unknown From M.E.

rap-A
something is callin me - I don't know what
something is talkin' - but I don't know who
something is tellin me - dat someones watchin
no one stops knuckles and feet

rap-B
k-n-u-c-k-l-e-s
waz born for a life time, on angel island
his duties to protect master emerald diamonds
hold da climate
he's searching fa shinin
but, everytime he look
fa da sun cant find it
is dis da way da path i chose
den why i am livin wit my heart so cold
all that i see iza storm of stonez

i like ta dig holez in search of gold
l arge pot's of treasure make me feel much betta
if i fight Eggman Rouge whoever
clench my fist tight become more reada
i don't wanna hurta my passion observed
(and) i been lonely all my life
does it matta
here fa da mission whoever want it
bring it call me stubborn but i'm still gon live it
do anything ta get pieces of da emerald
climb the mountain, threw da valley around da hill
wild and hungry ainta dam thing funny
my philosophy's my knuckles and feet

born on an island in the heavens
the blood of my ancestors flows inside me
my duty is to save the flower from evil deterioration

streaking lights, loud sounds, and instinct
are the elements that keep me going
i am fighting my own mission
nothing's gonna stand in my way



(rap-A repeat)

** won't be frightened I'll stand up to all the pain and turmoil
just believe in myself won't rely on others
**** get this power to wipe out the havoc and anarchy
This is my planet gonna fight for my destiny

(rap-A repeat)

- sax solo -

i have no such things as weak spots
don't approve of him but gotta trust him
this alliance has a purpose
this partnership is only temporary

** repeat
**** repeat
** repeat
freedom will be waiting when serenity is restored
this is my planet I shall not surrender

i waz born like dis ta fear no one
i'm straight thugged out
i only live ta my ones
diamonds and gemz
we'ka battle ta da end
you besta be aware of the knuckles dat i send
once they penetrate, they'll put'chu ta ya death
they hard as iron and my feet is like fire
you'll never see me run and I wont surrender
i'll just fly away like it's no otha contender

* Repeat
Get this power to wipe out the havoc and anarchy
This is my planet gonna fight
** Repeat
**** Repeat

(Rap*)×4 



10 - Rouge- Fly In The Freedom

tap the rhythm against the floor
to look for another door
a am slipping to the mystery of the night
i know there is an easier way
but it is my choice anyway
don't let me waste my time in futile thinking anymore

fated not to be tamed
watch me, i never will lean upon you
i can go by myself

* - fly in the freedom -
time never stop and wait for me
- Show the way -
looking for answers and looking for the clue
fly in the freedom

nobody taught me to hint
win a happy life of a dream
i'm not waiting for a fortuneteller
i feel that my wish will come true
I've never thought ahead to that luck
is it my treasure?
tell me what I've really looked for?

fancy came to my mind
it leads me to somewhere far away
distant place, distant time

* (repeat)
** - fly in the freedom -
there is a lot of things to do
come on, (i'm) ready to gamble
it's time to play the game
- fly in the freedom -
tell me, what is the feeling?
- show the way -
i'm in a paradise, i'll keep it forever
- fly in the freedom -
i'll never stop my steps
i believe in myself, i know that i can



sure i know

* (repeat)
** (repeat)
dreams are always around
me oh it comes to my hands, it's really clear to me
sure i know

*** looking for answers and looking for the clue
i'm in a paradise, i'll keep it forever
*** (repeat) 



11 - Shadow- Throw It All Away

now, wake up

everybody tries to be straight
but things are still unchanged
it's useless to resist
their effort will be wasted
head straight for your goal by any means
there is a door that you've never opened
there is a window with a view you've never seen
get there no matter how long it takes

* oh dark, the darkness that dozes in the dusk
throw it all away
no one can break you, nobody can tear you
you live an endless life forever
oh dark, the darkness that dozes in the dusk
throw it all away you see a light wherever you go
you have to face it again and again

again and again again again...

* (repeat)

you live an endless life forever
forever

* (repeat) x2



12 - Sonic- It Doesn't Matter

well, i don't show off, don't criticize
i'm just livin' by my own feelings
and i won't give in, won't compromise
cause i only have a steadfast heart of gold

i don't know why, i can't leave though
it might be tough but i ain't out of control, just livin' by my word
don't ask me why, i don't need a reason
i got my way, my own way

it doesn't matter now what happens
i will never give up the fight
long as the voice inside drives me to run and fight
it doesn't matter who is wrong and who is right

well, i won't look back i don't need to
time won't wait and i got so much to do

where do i stop, now it's all a blur and so unclear
well, i don't know but i can't be wrong

it doesn't matter now what happens
i will never give up the fight
long as the voice inside drives me to run and fight
place all your bets an the one you think is right

- guitar solo -

it doesn't matter now what happens
i will never give up the fight
long as the voice inside drives me to run and fight
it doesn't matter who is wrong and who is right 



13 - Tails- Believe In Myself

when all alone in my chair, i just go about wishing
wanna be strong, really wanna be trusted, ahh
when all alone in my bed, i just go about yearning
wanna be cool, i also wanna be like him

but that's not something i can do so easily
this is not simply my way, my own style
gotta get a hold of my life

i wanna fly high
so i can reach the highest of all the heavens
somebody will be waiting for me so,
I've got to fly higher

when all alone in my sleep, i just go about dreaming
i see myself there, having the same adventure

if i just follow you, i will never see the light
now's the time to find my way through this life
trying so hard to be strong

i gotta keep goin'
everything is a brand new challenge for me
...and i will believe
believe in myself
this is the only way for me

- guitar solo -

many friends help me out
in return i help them
certain things i can do
and there are things that only i can do
no one's alone!

i wanna fly high
so i can reach the highest of all the heavens
somebody will be waiting for me so,
I've got to fly higher 
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